DIAGONAL-OFFICIATING SYSTEM.

The referee is to use the imaginary diago
nalline as drawn on the field in Diagram 1 as
a base for positioning.
The assistant referees should keep in line
with the second to last defender on his/her
half of the field or the ball, whichever is most
forward. J

Slop Play - Offside
Assistant referee should

indicate he/she
has seen an offside.
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Corner Kick
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The referee (R) moves to regain the correct position along the diagonal path
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. Assistant referee (AR2) moves even ~
with the attack and in aposition to see infringe- .
ments and to indicate decisions until the referee
regains t~e proper positions.
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Penalty Kick:
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referee (R) is in aposition to see that the kick
is properly taken, encroachment doesn't take
place and the goalkeeper doesn't move
his/her feet before the kick. Assistant referee
(AR1) moves in position so as to be able to
note if the whole ball crosses the goal line.!
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At the- discretion of the referee, the ( , } (I
positions ofthe referee (R) and the assistant
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referee (AR) may be reversed.
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NOTE: A reserve official may be assigned to atoumamimt in order to assure game
officiating continuity in the event one of the assigned officials is unable to officiate as
assigned. When a reserve official is assigned, the tournament authority will clearly state
the officiating position to be assumed by the reserve official in the event a referee or
assistant referee is unable to officiate. The reserve official is under the jurisdiction of the
referee and performs those duties assigned by the referee. The reserve official's normal
station is at the table inside the officials' area during play.
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